
ACT Mathematics Test



What content is on the ACT Mathematics 
Test?
› Pre-algebra (like middle school math)
› Elementary algebra (like high school Algebra 1)
› Intermediate algebra (like high school Algebra 2)
› Coordinate geometry (some high school algebra and 
geometry)

› Plane geometry (like high school geometry)
› Trigonometry (semester 2 of high school geometry) 



What types of math questions will I see on the 
ACT?
› Basic math problems (few words, no extra information, 
straightforward)

› Basic math problems in settings (word problems or story 
problems)

› Very Challenging Problems (reasoning problems that are 
unlike other problems you have seen) 

› Question Sets (several questions that relate to the same 
information) 



Let’s talk about some 
STRATEGIES…..



PACE YOURSELF
›60 minutes to answer 60 questions 
›Don’t spend too much time on 1 
question
›Easier questions are first and hardest 
last 



ANSWER ALL QUESTIONS
 No penalty for wrong answers 
 A wild guess has a 20% chance of being 
correct 

 A blank answer has a 0% chance of being 
correct

 Try to eliminate wrong answers and then 
take a stab at it! 



ANSWER EASY ONES FIRST
› First, answer the ones that are easy for YOU 
› Then go back and answer the harder ones 
› All correct questions are weighted equally 
(you don’t get more points for the hard 
ones)

› If you don’t know the answer, give it your 
BEST GUESS! 



READ EACH ONE CAREFULLY
›Know what you are trying to find before 
you start looking for it
›There might be extra info that you don’t 
need 
›Be careful with “Cannot be determined 
from the given information.” 



LOOK FOR INFO IN CHOICES
›Sometimes the answer choices will give 
clues about the answer (decimal or radical 
form, factored or multiplied out)

› If you are selecting “Which of these is 
true?”, you will need to examine each 
option

› Sometimes you can substitute the answers 
instead of working the whole problem 



USE 
ILLUSTRATIONS 
WISELY!

›ALWAYS refer to 
illustrations when they are 
provided 
› If there is not one, DRAW 
ONE!
›Transfer info from the 
problem to your picture to 
help you solve 



USE YOUR 
CALCULATOR 
WISELY

• Refer to the ACT calculator 
policy when choosing the one 
you will use 

• Make sure you have one that 
you are familiar with and clear 
it before testing begins 

• ALL math problems can be 
solved without a calculator 

• Don’t believe everything your 
calculator tells you! 

• Make sure you are choosing a 
REASONABLE answer



SHOW WORK and CHECK ANSWERS!
› Write down at least some of what you are thinking 
› This will save you time if you get to the end of a problem 
and YOUR answer is not a choice 

› It will save you from having to start all over again
› Maybe you can find your mistake in your work 
› Make sure your final answer makes sense
› Make sure that you answer the question being asked (Did 
it ask for the side or the hypotenuse?) 

› If you have time, go back and check your work! 



THINK!
› Think before you plunge in!  
› Think before you start pushing buttons on your 
calculator!

› Don’t panic if you forgot the formula or “all the 
steps!”

› Often you can reason your way through a problem 
without formulas and equations!

› Use your “common number sense!”



Let’s try some sample ACT 
math problems….



The contents of this PowerPoint 
were created using the text The 
ONLY Official Prep Guide from 
the Makers of the ACT
Improving Your Math Score, pages 223-245


